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Supreme Leader Kim Jong Un Convenes 

Emergency Enlarged Meeting of Political 
Bureau of WPK Central Committee 

   Pyongyang, July 26 (KCNA) -- Amid the intensified anti-epidemic 

campaign for thoroughly checking the inroads of the world's threatening 

pandemic, an emergency event happened in Kaesong City where a runaway 

who went to the south three years ago, a person who is suspected to have 

been infected with the vicious virus returned on July 19 after illegally crossing 

the demarcation line. 
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The anti-epidemic organization said that as an uncertain result was made 

from several medical check-ups of the secretion of that person's upper 

respiratory organ and blood, the person was put under strict quarantine as a 

primary step and all the persons in Kaesong City who contacted that person 

and those who have been to the city in the last five days are being 

thoroughly investigated, given medical examination and put under quarantine. 

The Political Bureau of the Central Committee of the Workers' Party of 

Korea convened an emergency enlarged meeting in the office building of the 

Central Committee of the WPK on July 25 as regards the dangerous situation 

in Kaesong City that may lead to a deadly and destructive disaster. 

Kim Jong Un, chairman of the WPK, chairman of the State Affairs 

Commission of the Democratic People's Republic of Korea and supreme 

commander of the armed forces of the DPRK, was present at the meeting. 

Attending the meeting also were members and alternate members of the 

Political Bureau of the C.C., WPK. 

Present there as observers were members of the Central Emergency Anti-

epidemic Headquarters. 

Party and administrative leading officials of the Cabinet, ministries and 

national institutions, members of the executive committees of provincial Party 

committees and senior officials of the leading institutions at provincial level 

were present in the video conferencing rooms as observers. 

Upon authorization of the Political Bureau of the C.C., WPK, Supreme 

Leader Kim Jong Un presided over the meeting. 

Despite the intense preventive anti-epidemic measures taken in all fields 

throughout the country and tight closure of all the channels for the last six 

months, there happened a critical situation in which the vicious virus could be 

said to have entered the country, the Supreme Leader said, adding that he 

took the preemptive measure of totally blocking Kaesong City and isolating 

each district and region from the other within July 24 afternoon just after 

receiving the report on it. 

To tackle the present situation, he declared a state of emergency in the 

relevant area and clarified the determination of the Party Central Committee 
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to shift from the state emergency anti-epidemic system to the maximum 

emergency system and issue a top-class alert. 

He specified tasks for each sector to be immediately implemented by Party 

and working people's organizations, power organs, public security and state 

security institutions, anti-epidemic and public health institutions. 

The meeting unanimously adopted a decision of the Political Bureau of the 

Central Committee of the WPK on shifting from the state emergency anti-

epidemic system to the maximum emergency system. 

He instructed all the participants to immediately conduct follow-up 

organizational work to carry out the decision of the Political Bureau of the 

Party Central Committee in their fields and units, and party organizations at 

all levels and every field to ensure and guarantee the most correct 

implementation of the directions and assignments of the Party Central 

Committee with a sense of boundless responsibility, loyalty and devotion. 

He underscored the need to thoroughly maintain tough organizational 

discipline and ensure the unity in action and thinking throughout the Party 

and society, to keep order by which everyone absolutely obeys and moves as 

one under the baton of the Emergency Anti-epidemic Headquarters and the 

need for party organizations at all levels to perfectly perform their role and 

duty. 

Saying that everyone needs to face up to the reality of emergency, he 

appealed to all to overcome the present epidemic crisis by not losing the 

focus of thinking and action, practicing responsibility and devotion to be 

faithful and true to the leadership of the Party Central Committee, being 

rallied closer behind it so as to defend the welfare of the people and security 

of the country without fail. 

The meeting sternly took up the issue of the loose guard performance in 

the frontline area in the relevant area where the runaway to the south 

occurred, and decided that the Central Military Commission of the WPK would 

get a report on the results of an intensive investigation of the military unit 

responsible for the runway case, administer a severe punishment and take 

necessary measures. -0- 
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Supreme Leader Kim Jong Un Confers 

"Paektusan" Commemorative Pistols on 
Leading Commanding Officers of DPRK Armed 

Forces 

Pyongyang, July 27 (KCNA) -- Kim Jong Un, chairman of the Workers' 

Party of Korea, chairman of the State Affairs Commission of the Democratic 

People's Republic of Korea and supreme commander of the armed forces of 

the DPRK, conferred "Paektusan" commemorative pistols on leading 

commanding officers of the armed forces of the DPRK on the occasion of the 

67th anniversary of the Korean people's victory in the great Fatherland 

Liberation War. 

A grand conferring ceremony took place at the building of the headquarters 

of the Party Central Committee on Sunday afternoon. 

The Supreme Leader came to the venue of the ceremony. 
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All the participants made a salute of best wishes to the Supreme Leader 

who is opening up the great heyday of building the revolutionary army of the 

Party with his gifted military wisdom, outstanding military idea, superb 

strategy and refined commanding art. 

Present at the ceremony were KPA Vice Marshal Pak Jong Chon, who is 

chief of the KPA General Staff, commanding officers of the services and corps 

levels units of the KPA, director of the Defence Department of the KPA, 

minister of State Security, minister of Public Security, chief of the Guard 

Command, director of the Guard Department, chief of the Guard Section, 

director of the Guard Department of the State Affairs Commission and other 

leading commanding officers of the armed forces at all levels and members of 

the executive committee of the KPA Committee of the WPK. 

Cadres of the WPK Central Committee were also present there. 

At the ceremony, the Supreme Leader said that he would confer the 

"Paektusan" pistol, newly developed and produced by the workers of the 

munitions field of the country, on the leading commanding officers of the 

armed forces of the DPRK in commemoration of the great V-day. He 

continued that this is an expression of the great trust and expectation of the 

Party in the commanding officers of the new generation who would carry to 

completion the revolutionary cause of Juche by firmly holding the weapons of 

the revolution. 

He stressed the need for the commanding officers of the armed forces of 

the DPRK to prepare themselves to be genuine army revolutionaries with 

intense and truthful loyalty to the glorious Party and the state, to be those 

strong in ideology and faith armed with the monolithic ideology of our Party 

and the transparent revolutionary spirit and to be competent military activists 

proficient in the military ideology, theory and tactics of Juche. 

He directly conferred on the leading officers the significant commemorative 

pistols bearing his august name in token of his trust, convincing that they 

would remain intensely loyal to their missions before the Party, the revolution, 

the country and the people and keep to the path of the arduous revolution 

following the Party for the final victory of the revolutionary cause of Juche. 

The commanding officers who were honored to receive the 

commemorative pistols directly from the Supreme Leader chanted in unison 
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their pledge of loyalty to Kim Jong Un and the WPK Central Committee, 

holding close to them the weapons of the revolution with which they would 

share their destiny in the stern road of decisive battles. 

They made solemn pledges, looking up to the Party flag, to hold close to 

their hearts the commemorative pistols conferred upon them by the Supreme 

Leader until their death and trust and follow the Marshal only and fulfill their 

sacred missions of defending the leader, the country and the people despite 

whatever changes in the world just as those fighters who went through the 

great anti-Japanese war and anti-U.S. war with the weapons of the revolution 

conferred on them by President Kim Il Sung and the commanding officers in 

the Songun era who stood firm guard over the forefront of defending 

socialism by holding the pistols conferred upon them by 

Chairman        Kim Jong Il as the pillars of their faith and will. 

The Supreme Leader had a significant commemorative photo taken with 

the commanding officers who received the commemorative pistols. 

The participants held high the pistols and made firm pledges to  fight 

for Kim Jong Un at the cost of their lives. They made a solemn oath to 

cherish the Party's trust and expectation all the time, direct all their efforts 

into turning the entire army into the elite forces and uphold the great cause 

of our Party with full military preparedness. -0- 
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Supreme Leader Kim Jong Un Visits 

Fatherland Liberation War Martyrs Cemetery 

Pyongyang, July 27 (KCNA) -- Kim Jong Un, chairman of the Workers' 

Party of Korea, chairman of the State Affairs Commission of the Democratic 

People's Republic of Korea and supreme commander of the armed forces of 

the DPRK, visited the Fatherland Liberation War Martyrs Cemetery to pay 

noble tributes to the fallen fighters of the People's Army on the occasion of 

the 67th anniversary of the Korean people's victory in the great Fatherland 

Liberation War. 

Supreme Leader of our Party, state and armed forces Kim Jong Un was 

accompanied by Vice Marshal Pak Jong Chon, chief of the General Staff of the 

Korean People's Army, and other commanding officers of the KPA. 

He laid a flower before the cemetery. 

He paid humble tributes to the heroes of the great years who defended the 

fatherland with costly sacrifice and laid a foundation of our powerful state. 
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Saying that the undying feats of the defenders of the fatherland in the 

1950s, who provided the valuable mental heritage of the revolution amid the 

flames of the hard-fought war, would shine long in history, he expressed 

belief that the heroic fighting spirit of the fallen fighters would be carried 

forward as the eternal soul of socialist Korea. -0- 

 


